Gov. Barnett, Police
Take Campus Stand

Spattatta

Is

400 ae,,,,fr,,,:
Miss I UP .
’ ;mating, an est. ro, f ,y1
encampett .0 the ’deputies and state troopers ringed
of Mississippi campus’ the building and the campus.
’tniversity
...stet -day with a strong force of I
The officers carried no arms tail
No. 8
,I.ite and local police. staving off I all carried riot (*.le. or blackjacks
i fourth integration attempt by and had suppiir, of tear gas. They
..egro James Meredith. 29,
I also hi ’tight trAined police dogs.
An attorney for the Neglb Said
51""111h 11H,1 1/EPn expected to
have told him and the
press conference in New
S. Department of Justice that ,
...us at noon PDT but GreenAn !SM radii, report at II
:Meredith should not return here
g appeared instead. :Meredith
p.m, last night said that
u ere r"unless he is accompanied by suf- was beliesed to base remained in
than 71/11 (
ficient force to assure his enroll- Memphis where he ssent after he
en route to 4)5 lord, Miss. to aid.
ment and continued attendance." was turned away from the school
It neuessary in the enforcement
Jack Greenberg, New Yin-k. an Wednesday
of a federal court ruling tit at torney for the National ANSOCIIIlies Negro Janws Meredith to
t ion for the Advancement of
enroll at University of Missialert People, said in New 0;.’
alp’,1’
that "a trip to the campus
the
esening,
Attorin
Earlier
I tentatively had been planned fw
ney General Robert Kennedy
lyesterday with a force of mar
had reaffirmed ti,. adniit,istra!shaLs" was not made. Grtenbere
Don’s stand that federal troops
noted that the marshals would
can and still be 11.41 If n,-.-,-shave been outnumbered by a small ,
ommittee .4 the
The exec,.
sar% to carry out the order.
,u -my that Barnett had gathered1 SJS Faculty Council will soon beSpeculation
is as
that
the
;tti the campus.
gin going over teplies received
troops likely to be 11111 us meld
Barnett hurried back to Oxford’ from professors reacting to the
Is- military pollee stain
qi at :this morning and went into con- proposed new standards for tenFt. Denning, Ga,
ferences with state and school of- ure apis
e anti farulty promoficials, attorneys and state judges. tion It,
: As they enn:,
art inside the hued .11,11.T; I
Smith, associate pro..IXFORD.
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Assembly Opposes
Prof’s Legislation
e. bEITII TAKAHASHI
,!...11 \A Inch would give
tatilege faculty members
,,r a voice in administlative
.. ran into a stone wail of
an from the State Assemaaucation Subcommittee Wed -

ea tile
h,esaid
osait
Wh..se
;

are

i.1-.1 I SLATIV E POWER
This would include legislative
power over matters of curriculum,
ad m ission standards, academic
freedom, personnel policies and
other areas now govenered by the
presifaculties,
administrative
dents chancellors and trustees.
In oppasition to the legislation
was assemblyman Harold T. Sedgwick said. "It seems to me that
we are a little premature here."
We’d have trouble getting a bill
through the Legislature that’s going 9. tie the hands of the college
matees and the chancellor until
we see how they are going to
function."

Persistent
Scooterists’
Hopes Dim

fused with evaluation. At best,
consultation is a weak substitute
at all."
Critical of the Z’Berg bill. State
College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said in a statement read before
the subcommittee, that he is developing a long-range plan to

[he bill asks for the require- bring about faculty paiticipation
aatt of teaching faculties at
in policy decisions :it individual
ae Colleges to "comprehensive
campuses
and on a aatewide basis.
csaluations of administrative policies and procedures" at each
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DR.

FITZWILLIAM
. . . speaks today

Engineers To Hear
Telstar Scientist

Its GEORGE MARTIN
San Jose State’s dogged motor
scooterists continued their threeday series of "park in.s" yesterday.
hut suffered a strong blow to their
hopes for special parking areas
from City Traffic Analyst Arthur
Ithapott.
Philpott told Spartan Daily yesterday that restricting certain on street areas to motorcycles anti
scooters would not be "morally
legal."
"As we understand the law."
Philpott said, "we wouldn’t be per :rutted to do this. This would be

Barnett

700 Marshals Due },dvisers
’

Study Begins
On Tenure

legislating in favor of one
aeech and chairman of
.
of motorists."
1,,Irt the Spartan Daily
Philpott said that the city co.::::
vest’
:at
if the document is
"conceivably" look over the Er,:
teeara:
’he executive commitbetween the sidewalks and tt,,
tee air". -he whole group, It will
cuttings with an eye to allowine
next be sthmitted to President
pointed
scooter
parking
there.
but
Di. James W. Fitzwilliam di- 8 tonight. Students and the public
John T. Wahlquist.
rector of electronic device develop- are invited to attend the event., out that the manner in which ridThe proraisals were formulated
students who plan to ...sit San
ment at the Bell Telephone LaborDr. Fitzwilliam received his B.S.’ ers get their machines to the area
:luring the spring semester last
Francisco
with
the
Tour
an,:
atories at Murray Hill, N.J., will from the Case Institute of Tech- is important.
sear, after rontroversey erupted
"If the students must ride their Campfire Club Sunday, must be
be the guest speaker at the first nology, Cleveland, Ohio and his
over the denial of tenure to two
Engineering Faculty Seminar for Ph.D. from Massachusetts heti- machines over the sidewalk to get signed up in M204 and have thee.
’The recent rash of thefts 115.4 rid SJS economies professors, Dr. WilIto a parking space, then of course
fall semester.
tete of Teclinega
lo
campus hit hard last week at a ham E. Stanton and Dr. Bud R.
cheeks in by 4 p.m. today.
! the answer is ’no, but if the area
Dr. Fitzwilliam will give an ilCast of the tour is $4.50 per SJS handicapped student, Arlene Hutehinson.
:is adjacent to a driveway, and the:
lustrated lecture on the accompSmith.
The two pr’icfesstrs appealed
seooters can get in and out with - student. Meals are not included
lishmenta of the Telstar satellite,
asked
Unlike other students who are their cases as high a.s they could
...it using the sidewalks, then there in this price. Students are
whieh has been in orbit. since .11th
to bring their own lunches. They only slightly inconvenienced by the go through administration chanis a possibility."
10.
may purchase their dinneis in the, loss of books, the theft of Arlene’s nels during the summer, but were
the
re
on
commented
Philpott
During the spring semester 1 .
DEFENSE OF BILL
wheel chair may put a severe turned down by Slate College
:quests of cyclists for leniency in pity, or bring them.
In defense of the bill which he Pitikt ii ham spoke about the "Ica
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke after
crimp in her daily routine.
zones.
red
!ticketing
machines
in
from
front
!
the
leave
will
Buses
originally introduced in 1961, As- tweed" Telstar satellite.
hearings in July and Aueust. After
filet
student
handicapped
The
said,
"that
would
seem."
he
:"It
of
the
cafeteria
at
9:30
a.m.
Sun- !
A reporter and photographer for
In a memo to the engineering
Edwin
L.
semhlyman
Z’Berg
the hearings. Durnke ordered imof
wheel
her
discovered
lass
the
can’t
distinguish
owners
scooter
day.
lent -Sacramento) s a i d, "The faculty, Dean Norman C. Gunder- "Spy’’ magazine figure in a story
provements in the college’s tenure
retern
her
upon
Saturday,
chair
places
some
red
zones
in
Students are asked to wear
ae college faculties do not now son, head of the Engineering Di- involving a fashionable Philadel- between
and promotion frrocedures.
in other places, like street clothes. Flat heels are ad- from a trip to San Francisco. The
any regular and systematic vision said that they "were fortun- phia wedding as Ring Crosby. and ied zones
The document was drawn up by
,wheel chair was missing from its’
hydrants."
visable.
iains by which all faculty mem- ate in being able to present him Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra and near fire
:parking place at her apartment it "committee of nine" headed by
"If we must ticket one, we must
Celeste Holm star in "High Soisas ran evaluate admintstrative to the community again."
Those who wish to bring rela- ;at 234 S. Ninth Si,
Dr. William P. Rogers last spring
them all," he
Also included will be a talk on ciete." at the Friday Flick tonight. in fairness ticket
palieies and procedures."
tives or faiends from other campA graduate student with an un- before t he Stanton -Hutchinson
;declared.
Faculties or some members of , the future of satellite COMMilniea- !
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
one of specified major, Arlene has set case rest-bed its peak. "We didn’t
With the city of San Jose rela- uses are asked to contact
tiona and the pmposeti world-wide !Dailey Auditorium, "High Society"
‘1-teasa---Ime ennsultat’t
Eliza- :the field of oectipatinnal therapy 1base anything on what has gone
closed as an avenue of rip- 1 the club’s advisors: Mrs.
1tively
siltation is not to be con - network of satellites, which is ex- will explore what happens to the
David as her "ultimate goal." At the before" Dr Roaers stated yesterthe glum sconterists plan beth Stewart, M204; Dr.
peal,
pected to provide global television prim prospective bride as she
Francis Penn, M101; present she attends Classes and day. -we Iiist at iawn and disnew appeals to the college admin- Hateh. A115;
I and telephone communication.
comes under the influence of the
James werks at the St. Elizabeth Day eussed
A323,
Leneyel,
t"
The small group thinks Alfonz
istration.
The Bell scientist is responsible photographer-reporter team. She
Home in San Jose and mist trtvel
The doonMent prornotcs evaluaone cyclist remarked yes- Casey, IA104.
as
big:
the development, of the mien,- is forced to question the wisdom
The trip will be eaneelled in 10 blacks from campus to work.
teal Of
PSSON Ill’ other pro"There’s always city coun0.-.. tubes for Telstar as well as !of taking a stuffed shirt for het terday,
A v.-heel chair is now on tetecase of rain.
stresses the field,’, of
cil.
major portion of the mechanieal : second husband.
istrary !..an from Vocational Re ..... areh or creative
engineering development of the;
Friday Flicks, presented by the
11 ibilow .1 an organization which
’7
’ .rompetence anti
satellite.
Senior Class, provide either a
aafirapped. But. Arlene
Ii c
auleee and public
Dr. Fitzwilliarn is currently giv-Itraelogue
v
or cartoon eal. ...,
!. -imeone else needs serviee.
ing a series of lectures at colleges. ,25 -cent film fare. Admission
The report was first published
,
universities, and engineering soci- ’open to members of the San
Commenting on the theft.. Ar- in the Carnpu.s Digest last June
eties in Northern California.
College community. and I,,ma.
lene said that it is presible that 1 and was reprinted last week. Fache first in a series of uranunitiers of faculty families.
The seminar will he in E132,
it was just a harmless prank and ulty members were asked to vote
1,,n injections for smallpox,
that the person responsible may on the document, prior to its sub.,atheria. tetanus, typhiod and
have forgotten where he atstainal
.:shation_
IV
Librarian
Reference Service
ahutnza will be offered at 1-4
I
aie wheel chair.
1Behind this ’mass:timing title lia.
p.m taday in HBI30.
requa
strident
5.15
The
15 year% of devoted service on
’trailer students cart ying six
anyone with informatb17
MONARCH DEAD
and J nail’ or more units may re5,15 Library staff by Miss
inc the wheel ahaa eli . .
ADEN ’Um) Yemen Radio retsnetel yesterday a revolutionary C. Bullock. Miss Bullock, who ha.
c...
at
immunizations
these
a119.
the
Other
Arab
broadcasts
said
menarchy.
army
overthrown
had
the
adttai charge, upon presentation
been with the Library since 1927
tinarn king had been assassinated.
begins her retirement Monday.
-owlet:it body carcl.
repubfree
Yemen Radio said the revolutionaries proclaimed a
Oct. 1.
students, faculty, and
36,
who took over
rid of" Seif El Eislam El Bade
i.loyees may receive immunize - lic’ after "getting
A reception in her honor, given
Stiident Council reinesentatea
Dr. Ralph Cummings. Dean
the throne only a week ago Viet-twine the death of his father. An
05 for smallpox, diphtheria, tee
by the ’,thrall, Staff Association,
fires are due at the (’allege Union,
of Admissions, announced yes.anus and typhoid without charge. unidentified Arab broadcast said flatly that the new king had been was held yesterday in IIEL The
that the deadline for 315 S. Ninth St.. at 4 p.m. today,
terda
news agency from Cairo said he was
Arab
hilted.
semiofficial
The
of
members
llow.Yer. for influenza they must
250 guests included
areording to Carlton Parks, acthandling in registration materiassassinated Wednesday night.
PaY a fee of 50 cents at the Stuthe Library staff, college faculty
ing ehaiman of the election beard.
als anti paying fees has Nen
The radio station at Sanaa, the Yemenite capital, said the revelt members and associates from city
(lent
Affairs
Business
Office,
A mandatory orientation electextended front Friday to Monnew regime announced a
Tile; A receipt ftom the office broke out about 5 p.m. Wednesday. The
libraries.
ing chairman of the election hoard,
day. (Set. I. at 3 p.m.
and warned that anyone leaving his house
must Is’ presented at the time of curfew over the radio,
During her years at SJS, Miss
will he held at that time in the
After paying appropriate lee,
after hours would be shot on sight.
seryne.
Bullock has also served as educaCollege Union. Parks said.
at the Cashier’s Office, students
FLOOD VICTIMS
:Students under 21 years of age
tion librarian and has seen the
The offices to be contested at
should return packets to Ado’
ralst have written consent from
BARCELONA, Spain UPI’ Spanish authorities yesterday asked college grow from an enrollment
the Oie. 4 and 5 freshman elee102.
:.rent or guardian. Consent the U.S. Air Force to aid stirViVors of Spain’s worst flood of modern of 1,538 in 1927 to 17,500 in the
lions are president, vthe-prrsildent.
-It is important that packets
may be obtained at the times. The ca.snalty toll rose to 368 dead, 465 missing. and 536 injured. fall of 1962.
secret si y,
treasurer,
and
four
he turned in promptly." IS-an
C. BULLOCK
HELEN
MISS
Heavy rains predicted for yesterday had not conic by afternoon.
.serstce.
When she first came to San Jose
Council representative positions.
Cummings mited. "because the,
retires
death toll to climb as rescue workers State,
the
expected
officials
but
four persons constituted the
nt Health Service meKatt ;it-teem rniist have the
are used to assemble statistics
hit by the flash flooding Wednesday.
I a brary staff. Today the 1 A bra ry third floor of the Library Cenalents to start early. ’cacne(’ outlying villages
signatures ,4 at least ’50 other
that vital!, affeet the eollege
tral Wing.
etnploys 80 persons.
ri,Imlen
immunization shots. It
SOVIET SATELLITE
budget."
Her final move came in 1961,
’its ti IlitS launched a nee. tin ;ieeording to Dr. Tek in ,
Miss Bullock was a part-time
TIte Soviet
UPI
MOSCOW
college physician, at manned satellite into orbit around the earth, the Soviet Tess nev.-s instructor in library courses from when the North Wing of the Ia.
betty was completed. Mies Bulc weeks to complete the. agency said yesterday.
1945 to 1932.
I injections.
"I’ve very much enjoyed my lock finds this latest addition
said the satellite was the ninth in a series of unmanned
Unable to reeeive shots Soviet space satellite efforts. The new satellite "carried scientific jeers here with the interesting eoneartably airy and quite pleas’Ile hours of 1-4 p.m. on: instruments to continue the study of outer space," the official Soviet students and faculty, and I know ing. -Its delightful!" she declared.
’Ii’ ted cheek with the agency said.
Miss Bullock holds degrees te
I shall miss them," she comment.xisting
’h
The poll on a ;;;,90,
ed this week. Plans for the future librarianship from the University
’ay health department
The launching took place yesterday. Tass said.
names of California’s IS state colleges for a smelt. heading ends
Uniand
Columbia
..ate physicians,
The new satellite’s orbit has a maximum height of 220 miles include time Out for enjoying her of Michigan
today at 4:30 p.m.
versity. She began her career in
above the earth. It said. The lowest point nt its orbit brings it home on Seventh street.
Ti-istres, still
The proposal, if adopted by the Itoard
within 187 miles of the earth.
change the name a:
As &IS grew. additions In the Lodi. Calif.. as head of the Lodi
:,-.410 College into California State
.airis state eolleer will have its
College, San Jose s
Library were made. With rach Public the, ry
FIRING SQUADS

Tour Signup
Ends Today

Wheel Chair
missed By
State Grad

Crosby, Kelly
Star Tonight

Immunization
Series Begi ns
Today, HB130

Librarian To Retire;
35-Year Duty Ends

world wire

Delays Deadline

Frosh Petitions
Due By 4 P.M.

Last Day for Poll

Defense Signals
Te-,ting Today

TAWS Testing At’ s,ning
was
Systems)
tad for 9:30 this morning

Smuggled dispatches foot Havana report a now Wave of meretions and arrests as Premier Fidel Castro moves to enish internal
on the massive Soviet
um-est tinder rover of world -wick- at
huild-up of arms and men in Citha.
Informed sources in the Cuban rapital said at least 73 persons
have been shot down by firing squads in the past month anti ’28
ethers sentenced to long prison terms.
The specific charge against them: Allegatbitis they were plotting
to assassinate Castro and other top government officials.
The new executions bring to more than 1.000 the number of
Cuban victims of Castro firing squads since Janiatry, 1959. Estimates
of political prisoners range as high as 150.000.
So far. the Clasen people have heard officially imly of the arrest
of five rebels in Havana’s Miramar suburb, and the seizure of arms
invoke teem in a -4sminterervollitionnry"
and devilment, alit-lest to

coenty-wide effort to find
e-here
warning
signak
,1 net be heard.
Herds and faculty were urged
:aate the nearest shelter area
1 to review attaek warnings
the 10 nUmite signal tiial.
Ivies of alerts. yellnw, 0)’
Mmute enntinuous and a
.4. minute warblinr
at tart( site I
I. were attempted,
plot.

new addition. Mrs, Bullock moved
her headquarters FTSITTI 1921 to
1941. the Library was housed in
what is now known as the Reserve Book Room. In 1941. the
Library was expanded to include
the South Wing facilities.
Recalling the student situation
on campus during World War II
she commented drolly, "It was,
just like a yoling ladies’ seminary
here during the war."
After the war, SJS rontimied
to grow faster than ever before.
and Mies Bullock again packed up
her materials and moved to the

Mrs. Luedemann
Registrar’s Aide
I ,f
N111’4 Ma
I
MI’,
mann. a li.a6 graduate of
has been apisonied assistant reaistrar ;it the eollege. She surreal
Francis V. McMahan, who Kis
been named administrative assist
ant in the business office.
In 19-11, Mrs. Ltiedemann
came the sr-teeterv in the women s
Physical Ethication Department
Five years ago she transferosi I.
the registrar’s office.

after the one Metal designation
geographical
califerrna State ta.l’ea..
Should the individual names of California’ state college*
be drowsed in Incur of a single, sinifoom flosignation?
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Mao in Power Despite . Thrust and Parry
Crop Failures, Strife

Friclay Sept 26 1962
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Ole Miss
11,1P items attempting to enk-. J
For the pa -t lc%
an institution with a 114roll at ilia- L
yearohl lunturs. 1 he \.r". I am.-- II. Nierrilith. has been
I ...liege to the umsersits.
trying to tran-tcr from Jai k -on
hi hi- atocnipts. !my", er. he ha- been &rued J11.1
directing that id- enroll.
11. the 1 are of federal i.eirt ,r.i-rs
W.I. .11,11 that the 1:.oserrior
ai,epted. I
nicid
turn low ti the applicat i
Iijtui-.’ii lets.10%0 to per-nalls
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Iii
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briollit, ...farther a recent 7ttiprenie I ourt deri-iort to lei: marshal- were
i- of last night. 711,
;Irate can Ire enforced
a-bington. 1/.1.. I.. enforce the order.
reported tlirollIt 1r
Elm there a r.- ..ther (11m -flops imulsril that transcend the
hen
legaI prin. iplew ii,,n %Inch the court orders weft- based.
iii.anI tit officials so openly flout orders from
releoleral eiittrI. shim college -milt-tits jeer and curse at a skin
’Mewls fort aline of its difft-rctit -liade, when a state goscruor
lose a ccolIc_c than to accept one Negro student,
...told rather

sittliemie%

-raar

supreme lass ol the land has been so flagrantly
11%
restitartes
igtiorcil 111.1 so .ief i alit Is rebufl ed. then all the
has, irccii cdialisted and the al.r of force bee/1111re a necessity.
I he -tale tal Th-sOrthIllilas left the g,,%.-rnnient no choice
iii thu.’ matt. -r: then- is 110 trIlit-r course to take
ser-its
FortlitialcIS. :111.1 perhapw ironically. another
-late look an opposite course that ended
iii anntlicr
la -1 In.t.els. h-..r the fir -t time in its Itistor!i. the 1 hisersits
rota,. to a Negro
assorilriil a
NI a r F ran’.-- E.arl% in muniv ethication.
t Ile 111-- Mat has.:
learnin..:. it h.,-

ri.

;s ,ad diI these
:. Mao s
-’,-p
i iw image of NI:so remains
his leadership so
as he lives apparently seand the cult of Mao still
gluwmg
The Chinese press and radio
still refer to him as ’lake the
the Chinese champion,
San
whose thoughts are the supreme
combination of Marxist-Leninist
uruversal truth and the Chinese
. . the pioneer of
revolution
.. the superke
natural screnec
e palitician, phdusopner, economist and military expert "
.

Itf.Pt ’1.5’110N
Also
Known
’I 0::
’I.. n.r.
Mao describe him as almost totally ignorant of science, poor at
mathematics. possessing only a
-econd-hand knowledge of the

Ask Strong Stand on Integration Issue
Two
jointly protha Congress
,n s.;ex.rting
l’r:-.den! Kennedy. in whkoes-er
-,ere are needed to deal with
sch,,o1 integra-.cas ;:rwed by Sens.
D-111.. and
H
...flas
Kenneth B. Keating iFt-N.Y.I.
No s.1%.!f has the right to defy
they said in a
The

-$.

W.k.1 C77.17e

Old World Charm in Dining
Inwrica*.s lJost Beautiful Hnt bran

.tuthentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY

atiiiiiMiNa

42.,

through
THURSDAY

Wilda
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Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites
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It

with Nikita
IIPPA
pashas in his deternunstiun for
the ’great leap forward- in Chinese industry and agriculture,
he so far has escaped public
blame for its failure.

they:).

1,11 tit,

He

ESCAPED ISLA-Silt_
And. aithough he sti-t:..si
of Chinese as heipiess
world outside China, and a bad
administrator.
Mao appears in public infrequently rem. end. reportedly, his
speech has lest some of its coherence
His years as a guerilla fighter
and the long march- of 1934 in
which his armies retreated 61,5.10
miles to escape encirclement by
the forces of Chiang Kai-shek
have taken their toll on Ma
health.
But Mao has been the undisputed leader of Chinese communism since 1927
He crossed with Stalin when
he ignored the letters advice to
seek his support among the
workers of the city, and weat

The giant communes which,
beginning in 1958, took user the
lives of more than 500 million
Chineae, have been broken dov.n
into village brigades.
As the daily rice ration in the
communes fell trom 1’2 ounces
per day to four or five, peasants
are being allowed stria!’ plots
for their own use.
Industry has been told that it
must make du with machinery
and manpower now available.
without new investment. Any
ness gains must come from the
workers themselves. Some 20
million city workers have been
shuffled back to the farms.

B a I-

.

r

Yesterday I contacted two experts to help

a

problem

which I encountered. One was an English major.
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Bill

fur

really Humidor ... English

a minute, then said, "Simple! Six plus

four is 11."
Somewhat enlightened, I asked another friend of mine, a math
major, the same question.
Slide smiled, then said, "Why six plus four are 10, naturally."
Ho hum. Both was right in their own way. Or is it were

and

his?

Ice cube tossing got to be the thing this summer in Southern
California. Two boys from San Bernardino claim some sort of
record after tossing a cube back and forth at a 10-foot distance,
2,000 times before the cube melted. It’s funny that teen-age ingenuity hasn’t stepped into the sport. If I were out to smash an
all-important record such as this, I think I’d take my partner into
an ice house; then we would really set a record.

Newspapers seem to be thought of as a greater source of information than the public library, although the newspaper is continually checking with the library to verify its facts.
Take the paper where I worked an my internship this summer.
While chatting with the switchboard operator during a break, I
learned of some of the requests our readers had made. Mabel said
these were some of the choicest:
’’Give me Drew Pearson."
"Have you seen my husband?"
’’Can you tell me what time I got my paper yesterday?"
"Is Ann Landers for real?"
"I’m a taxpayer and
."
"1 have a stimulating life story and . . ."
Those operators must have a constitution of iron and a ceramic coated sense of humor to boot, or they would end up on the film:.
farm for sure.
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Satire Delightful,
But What of Issue"?

Secretary of Defense Hobert S.
McNamara for his views on the
Here is the secre-

--Yes or No
tary’s :eply:

"In the unlooked for and un-

Mr. Browning’s sat:owing extremism was .1,..,
but where does tie statiit i.!
:lame 0.10’
./01111
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on this country. fallout shelters
could sate tens of millions uf
lives.

What’s 6 and 4? Good, Forget It!
WOA

Shelters Could Save
’Millions of Lives’

likely event ’it a nuclear attack

By TIM BARR

Student Commends
’Community Service’

Robert Nlisekey
A.S849

running debate: Fallout Shelters

six plus four are 11?"
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"Hum." I asked him, this name

571 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
ks"..2441.14.0777-1-

and

interpreter

wit, you know). "Hum, which is correct? Six plus four is 11, or

The two senators declared that
refusal of Mississippi authorities
to admit Negro James Meredith
to the state university have cast
-discredit’ on the nation.
"The antics of these officials
are repugnant to our entire heritage of freedom and justice.
They must be condemned," the
two senators said.
On the other hand, southern
members of Congress endorsed
the tactics being used by Mississippi Gov. Ross Barnett In his
/reliant showdown.
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Letters to t‘
EDITOR S NO’E
editor ’Thrust and Parry) on topics
of campus interest are welcomed from
students and faculty. Letters must be
signed with writer’s name and Associated Student Body or faculty card
ricirba, and must be no more rt.,
300 words icing. Doublespaced to.e
written letters are preferred
Prior to turning in riagistrdifon
tarials. students must include collage
address and phone number .111 letASS card number will be rters.
quired after Wednesday, Sept. 26.
Pubianed letters will ,nciud err.ter’S
name nd ASS or faculty card number.
The crtoi iesroirts the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. ,0 to cease publication
of letters on t..L ects wh.oh h feels
expc-ed. Letters of
hove been
:. be printed.
personal enact
Place letters .n th Thrust and Parry
box inside the Spartan Deily officio.
ina’l them" so that they are
J208
,
I porn. on day prior to
rem

"While fallout shelters would
save American lives, no one has
suggested how they could kill or
harm a single enemy. Thus they
can in no sense be considered
as a threat to peace.
"Our overall national defense
must include capacity to
an enemy strike as well as 7
retaliate. Civil Defense, lament
on a sound system of fallout
shelters, increases this capability.
"Quietly, with ou t fanfare,
teams of architects and engineers have been making a nationwide survey of available shelter
space. We have identified space
where 50 to 60 million people
can be sheltered in iXL‘,111"1%.:
structures.
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"Even those who believe they
would choose not to survive a
nuclear
attack,
should
ask
themselves if they are entitled
to make that choice for their
children or for their country."
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s welcomes you back to San
Jose State and invites you to come
in soon to see their complete selection of clothes for the campus.
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How did they ever make a movie of

Perry’s features famous names in
fashion such as Koret of California,
Susan Laurie, and sweaters by
Wondermere.
For skirt and sweater combinations
and sportswear in the latest fall
colors come to Perry’s first. You’ll
be the style leader on campus this

Iformerly Mayfair)
1191
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Improvising Pianist
Stumps the Experts

For the Record
By BOB PACINI
-- Fine Arts Editor

BERNSTEIN AND THE ’BEN HUR TOUCH
Berristein. .14, tall, distinguished 101-4111W
and Pl.thitl,14’
the only man in concert halts today that women find sex appeal in,
walked out onto the stage, raised his baton anti the New
York
Philharmonic began playing the "Star Spangled Banner."

,

I.e it
i!...!

It WILS not in the rickety Carnegie Hall. however.
It was in the sparkling, brand-new Philharmonic Hall
the
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in NeW York.
This was the formal opening of the hall and the first presentation ot any kind at the still -uncompleted center.

When the center is finished, Philhaumonic Hall will he flanked
by a new Metropolitan Opera House. new quarters for the Jullizird
School of Music and other facilities for the performing arts.
An appropriately sophisticated first -night audience jammed the
la II to see and hear Bernstein conduct an appropriately sophisti. 3i.k1 list -night concert
The ulitlre it liii %%hall often took on something of a sacred
1,1
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I irehe

nit" by Aaron Copland and the first portion of Mahlei.,. elephantine
Eighth Symphony
Even the most well seasoned of concert goers would have a
hard time digesting this musical diet. To present such a program
to a mass of tele% Isom viewers Wati a miscalculation on Bernstein’s

Art Dept. Gallery
To Feature 58
Works By Pete rdi

performance of these difficult works
was as perfect as one might
hope for on an opening night.
soloists and orchestra responded
beautifully to Bernstein..’, bahin.
It flies Seen’ that a More familiar program might hate been
selected. Familiar, well-kiaiwn
works are not necessarily works
1.1111 TIII.
ot lesser quality.
1.1.TRIVIT. IN I atioix.
If Bernstein wanted to achieve
Fintirria 01 hal)
an effect by using large numbers
ILobbie itcrurlsc,
of performers, he succeeded.
Liz Purser Ltd
The performance of the Mahler.
455 E. WILLIAM * near 10th Street
with soloists and an enlarged
I I 4.76,4
Th."
chiints and orchestra resembled
a moh scene from "Ben Hur."
It was only the Mahler that
seemed entirely out of place. To
open with the Beethoven was
an inspired touch. Also appropriate was the performance of
Copland’s work, especially written for the occasion. Including
Vaughn Williams’ "Serenade to
Music" was obviously appropriate.
Agree with the programming
Or riot, it has to be admitted
that only a personality such as
Bernstein could make such a
concert come to life and have
meaning.
This man simply doesn’t conduct a pisve of music, he lives it.
Make
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Wesley
Foundation
(Methochst Student
Center)

A touch of Paris will come
to the campus Monday night
when the first fall meeting of
SJS chapter of the National
Association of University Hames
gets under %%ay.
The 8 p.nv meeting in the
cafeteria will be Mahli.!hled by
a Parisian fashion show featuring styles modeled by the new
officers of the organitat ion.
Nunes is a social organitaiiiin
for wives of students attendmi.
college or any Married woman
student, a group spokesman
said.
Interested pet sons may obtain
further intormation coneerning
club activities by calling 2948581 or Cl, 1-3409.

441 South 10th
Street

Canterbury
Tales

J. Benton White
Campus Minister
6.00 -Supper -40a
INo reservations necessary)
7:00- Sgt. Don Kidder of ase
San Jose Police Dept. will be
talking on dope and dope addiction.
800- Worship
Sunday program
St. Paul. Visit
riciv student center sometime
week,

Worship Sunday
First
St. Paul’s
.&
10111 at San Sataedo,

Baroque Selections
To Be Performed
For Music Class

I

11-03 a an
Etlawedge
Weise,

Slight change of time in this Sun.
day’s schedule: we meet at 500 p.m.
Instead of 6, just this once, to get a
head stert to Grace Cathedral, San
Francisco. Lord Fisher, ninety-ninth
Archbishop of Canterbury, it the
preacher.
Fall in for the pilgrimage. Bring
staff in case were short of cars
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

I’iiuit I’ resbv lc rian Chu reli
48 N. 3rd Street
3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
9:30

a.m. and 11:00 a.m.

- Our college group meets.
All Spartans are cordially invited.

6:30 p.m.

Th Pastors and people 01 this church
Wend a warm welcome and are
always available fo, counsel

PHIL W. BARRETT, D.D.. Pastor
DON W. MUNRO, B.D.,
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Avoid disappcintment . . .
Make Your Holiday Travel
Flans NOW!
If you’ve ever been caught just before a hollday with no travel
reservations you know the value of this advice. So don’t get
caught again, let HOWARD NELSONS TRAVEL ADVISORS
make your reservet’cri:
vru today . . . it costs no more to
make travel reservat
- advance.
CALL Cm

7-2121

llotrerd
TRAVEL ti)N
24 EAST SAN FERNANDO

SAN JOSE. CALIF.
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of Studentship"
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opening
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CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
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the 1962 regular baseball season ending on Sunday. unleas
can pull a miracle and tie for first, it is time to pick a
major league all-star team.
Look magazine has selected theirs in its latest issue. The radio
and television broadcasters from the major league teams were the
judges.
Not too surprising is the fact that the Lai Angeles Dodgers have
placed four players on the 10-man major league all-star team.
Maury Wills, who stole his 100th base of the season against
Houston Wednesday night, is the selection at shortstop. This is an
honor that most people will go along with. Wills has been winning
games for the Dodgers with his stealing ability all season. His
iierage is in the high ,200s, He is third in the number of hits made,
1ehind teammate Tommy Davis and Cincinnati outfielder Frank
Robinson. Quite a position to be in for the little infielder who almost
1,,st hi,. chance in the majors for lack of hitting ability.
The Dodgers second selection on the team is leftfielder Davis.
ornmy has been near the top of the league in halting since the
-;,son started.
Oasis set a Dodger team record when he drove home his 143rd
;,,n early this month. The old record was set by the Dodgers’ great
catcher. Roy Campanella. Davis is aLso the leader in hits.
Don Drysdale. a 25 -game winner so far, is Look’s selection as
righthancled pitcher of the year. He received more votes than any
p:ayer at any position except for the Giants’ Willie Mays in center
field.
The fom-th Dodger selection may come into a little opposition.
kotifax was named to the team as lefthanded pitcher. Since
Eoufax has spent about a half season on the injured list many may
,as.
.sn’t deserving of the honor. However, Koufax has a 14-6
ree,a-d and had struck out 110 men through A’ednesday. He was going
Inn
his hest season ever before being sidelined. His strike -out
total has been surpassed only by Drysdale so far.
Willie Mays was the choice for center field. There aren’t many
a, against Mays in center. He has been the top player in
League since he came up with the Giants in 1951.
7! 7-11:1
Orland
Ceperla was chosen at first. Even though
-en in a long-hall hitting slump for the last few weeks of the
cepeda has had a good season.
of Pittsburgh was selected over the LA. Angels’
.-n .ind the N.Y. Yankees’ Bobby Richardson for the second
St. Louis Cardinals gets the nod at the hot
of the Minnesota Twins and his brother
,nicees.
-pot is taken by Mickey Mantle of the Yankees.
,r.. -roan wrecking crew and is the big reason why the
, pennant.
.
the .:1,1innesota Twins is the man Look
-.yettaBdetceles
is a great defensive catcher, he handles
. and is a good hitter.
10 major league all-stars picked were from the
Tsso additions in, make the Senior Circuit’s all-star
rated of Milwaukee, catching and Frank Robinson
tie-k!,
Junior League all-stars in addition to Battey and
:irst base. Jim Gentile of Baltimore; second base. Moran:
Rollins: shortstop, TOM Tresh of New York Yankees;
d Leon Wagner of the Angels, and right field Roger Marts
pitchers are Dick Donovan of Cleveland
mkees. The
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1Pacific over Santa Clara, Red. lands over Riverside, Occident,.
to beat Cal Western, Cal Aggics
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Ex -Champion Ready
For Tahoe Regatta
STATF:LINF:
I UPI u For
Iner world chan0,ion Bill SO ad
!piloted Tahoe Miss to a record
qualifying run Wednesday as the
big boat joined the starting field
for this weekend’s Tahoe Chairpionship
Unlimited
Hydtoplan,
’Regatta.
Stead piloted the boat, wh iI.
won many rat-es when it wanamed Maverick, to a speed
118.760 Mile.: an hour.
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:ihtttitute
men meet two top Sotithe:n V’aliInn’
repair station
fornia schools head-on
in the Long Beach It:
meet at Long Beach .S
lege.
Occidental College ;did ri,n_
Beach State are rt1n.
Spartans. the NCAA :
ups, will have t..
....
tan coach Dean M.1:,i: ,’
two schools as the pov,e: southland
The SJS squad is bolstered
the likes of Ben Tucker, Jose AireVe(10, Jeff Fishback and Ron Davis
ALI.
Tucker and Az.evedo are top distance men in the nation. FishbactCARS
and Davis finished third and nintt
All Other Car Services
in the NCAA meet
Danny Murphy, the nation:,.
at Discount Prices
record holder at
fres1:-nan
n d 10.000 meters. Get:,
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During the qualifications,
South Campus track will be
Also the only two accident,
can alter qualification times
chain tweak or an obvious :
tire. If either of these occur, uie
qualifying run will be done again
So all bicycles must be in top
running condition.
When a team wants to chants.
riders, it must stop in an assigne:
pit area. Besides this, all mir.,/
repairs must be made within the-e
boundaries.
An important rule concernine
.
the riders is condu ct. F air competitive spirit is expected of ki;
riders. Unsportsmanlike concha:a
wiII result in a penalty of laps,
Of course, accidents will happen,
aenn,d ,avtilistsicl,hmandztlantenthcee all
dispinn
of a yellow flag. If a bicycle

hicycl:.

die. But Indians just a bit trio slow
to move the men from Michigan.
By 6,
Southern California over Southern Methodist --Coach Johnny McKay claims he has a "secret" way
to tell what the opposing team is
going to do. Maybe he’ll need it.
plus more, for this one. But the
Tiojans have the speed. By 10.
Washington over Illinois- After
being held to a 7-7 deadlock by
Purdue. watch the Huskies roll
over poor Pete Elliott & crew. By
16.
Washington State over Wyoming -Cougars have one of finest
pass-catch combinations in Dave
Mathieson and Hugh Campbell. Too
tough for Cowboys to ride. By 13.
Webfoots
Oregon over Utah
showed they have power by fine
display against Texaas last week
By six.
Iowa over Oregon State- Beavers had trouble, even with great
performance by Terry Baker, winning over Iowa State and that
club isn’t in quite the same class
as Hawkeyes. By 11.
California over San Jo-, state
’we,
Golden Bears much inua.,-1
last year despite lass to Missour.
Spartans not up to par I.1"
Also Arizona over :Ct.,.
State;

. ash" ride n, -u
pleasure, but who intend to enter
, the "Little 300" bicycle race had
I better think about getting in shape
. tor the 50-mile e% ent.
The race will be held Nov. 3
on the quarter-mile track on South
be run
Campus. Time trials
yalliw
the previous d. and the 33 fasteat teams will be entered.
Each team will consist of four
riders and two alternates. Teams
can change riders during the race.
but if a team loses a rider’s service. the team cannot add ary
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Spartans After Bear Revenge
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California Squad Inexperienced,
But Are Favored To Beat SJS
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TOUGH LINEMAN--Jchn Erby, 5-10, 190 -pound guard, will
be in the lineup when the California Golden Bears meet San Jose
State Spartans at Berkeley tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. Erby
named
the Northern California lineman of the week for his play against
Missouri last Saturday. The Bear guard is a two-year veteran.

Jim Monsees. Both have two years

was

, of varsity experience.
Also expected to start tonight
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Lek). bald. "It la wow4,11,1e that the Spartans nemlooking it.tst Washington -Mate
last Satrinolis tot our game At
Rerkeles "
cis isiorrsia nevert hetes, v. ill be
a solid favorite against the Spartans an unusual position for the
Bears who seldom have been lato.er the past years
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C al, S partans Plan
Colorful Halftime

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men cvr
21: $71 less VI dividend. or net
of $65 (based on current 17 pet
cent dividend) Single men under
21: 5252 lets $43 dividend. or net
of $209.
$10/20.000 Bodily Wary Liability St 000
Property Osrmatnt and $500
Paymenfs. Other coverages at cornparabi savings. Payments can be
made onc, rice or four times
sear
Call or write for full info,
mat’on to George hi. Campbell,
566 Mol
Avenue, Sunnyvale,
!qv.? 1-174I NOV & MU)
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Members Sought
For 3rd -Ranked
Pistol Team
.
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!be reached at the Police Sehool tirne pageantry.
building or by calling 298-3129 in
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the evenings. Pursley commented University of
on inexperience as being Sutrn, seetions and the music or
limes a good thing since "begin- rig Isands on the playitti"
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The team usually fin...,
tally eorranit tee h: men on the line, but can eorn- planned 10 separate card stiaiss
pote with a minimum of five men. One thousand studenis clad is
Competition is often to both men white shills will manipulate 4
and women.
1,/t,1991 cards during the sunt
Two of the Spartans top men
The rally committee ur..;ed stuplayed on the All-American pistol dents hi wear white shirts and I..
team. Pursley was named to 10th arri se at tht- B erke:,
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spot on the first team, and I his, early in ord.:
’he rush
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place St. Louis Cardinals. TI se
tomatic pistols of .22 calibre.
Cards won the contest 7-4.
;
Practices will be every day exThe Giants were never in Its
; eept Friday. Times for lusts -tire’ game’ as the Cards took a 7.1,
,,
are 2-4 p.m. on Monday.
on after five innings. Grant stair,
Tuesday and Thursday. Wednes- Billy O’Dell was sent is, the stoat ilay’s practice is from 11-4. The ers in the fifth after giving us.
season opens either in late Octo- four runs.
ber or early Novendier, when the
Pending the outcome of the I.
team Ls given its schedule by the Angeles-/fouston game at I.ssIg.I
1National Rifle Association. The Stadium last night, the Dori; ..,
I season lasts until June.
magic number vvas red I
I
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The practices are held au the Any combination
two IA s
National Guard Armory at 220
and Giants losses: st
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fury over San Jose City College
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The Spartabahes wasted little ISJCC reach at. 15-5.
start,
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Faulkner:,
time, as they shot out to 5-1 first
quarter lead that was never to rifled in three more ghats in the
be threatened by the outmanned final stanza to keep the attaek
going,
Jaguars.
Gene Howar and Roy Garwoot
Allan Hubbard, left guard, high.
lighted the first periotl rally with scored three goals each tor all sit
two goals, while Bruce Jensen, the Jaguar scoring.
Coach Lee Walton cited HubGeorge Theresa and Jeff Logan
bard, reset se goalie Bruce Hobbs
tossed in one apiece.
Jeff Faulkner’, who starred in and Greg Herrick for their de:he afternoon win over Palo Alto fensive play.
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Bob Jones Looks
For Starting Lineup
For Frosh Opener

Confident that his charges will
raake an outstanding shriwing to-
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I water ;Lee
.0rn is hopeful of winning
,ss sf San; two o . W. games this wenkend.
wing, coach!
Tonight the experienced Sri:iris
r% will fatv- San Frans. the 1962 conference
. The contest will be,
in the local puli.
riser, v. II Iry no admission charge.’
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for revenge when they meet the he’s a hard hitter."
.rifornia Bears tomorrow at 1:30:
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at Berkeley’s Memorial Sta. ’ be veteran guard John Erby l’he
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The husky sophomore earned his up for Tuesday’s 1.1.:.
spurs in a manner that drew the Hunters
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I t sit ball observers a is el!
troups through a full game SCI
Calegart replaced seteran
mage this afternoon at 3.
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Here’s deodorant protection
Largest Selection of Mono and Stereo
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65c
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N.
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89c Its

Steak
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THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:

Fresh Beef Liver

STICK
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56 98 Id 55

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
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Old Spice Stick Deodorant

TriTapers
A
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Crileye 5-hcp
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. .sz. 26-36
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Prof Fink Circles Earth
During Sabbatical Leave

Friday. Sept 28. 1962
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Driver Training Class
To Aid Instructors, Too
,nstruct ton it no cost. Instruchow te
tion will begin Oct. 15.
lir. :garland Is-:rasser,
Dr. Strasser said that in the
elate professor of industrial arts.
has announced that the first meet- past the volunteers usually outings for any non-drivers who wish numbered the students and comes
to learn. vvill be held Tuesday and quaintly selection was made solely
on the basis of time coordination
Wednesday 3 30 p.m. in IA228.
The program is designed to give between student and volunteer.
Volunteer learners will have two
graduate and senior students, enrolled in the driver traintng educa- half-hour sessions in a state-owned
non course, some actual instruc- I dual control car each week
tional experienee. Strasser said.
EXAM AID ()NIX
Each student will he assigned a
Dr. Strasser emphasized that the
non -driver volunteer and will at-. nine-week program in no way
tempt to teach him to drive.
guarantees the learner a license.
However he feels that the nine
NO CREDIT
hours of training should put a
Although volunteers will receive
student well on the way towards
they needn’t
no college credit
passing the exam given by the
even be registered 4. they will have
state.
hi
of
driv-1
of
nine
the benefit
Interested persons who cannot ,
attend the meeting should contact
Dt’ Str:ctser in 1A110.

Lyke Needs
Ficton,
i
Art
By Oct. 2 4

Spartagulde

Student cartoonists and fiction
writers who would
e to see
their material published in Lske.
San Jose State’s feature magazine, may submit work in the Lyke
office. 1206.
Original cartoons and fiction
may he turned in Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 11:30-1,30 p.m..
or slipped under the office door
at any time, according to Fred
Lucero, aet manager.
Students submitting work should
include their names, addresses and
telephone numbers with their
ropy. They should also keep cops.
forthemselves.
Lyke staff is working for a tentative publication date of Oct. 24.
sic -cording to Ann Kttizenea. editer.

F’olk Music Club. meeting for
all interested. bring instruments.
’TH20, 7:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Co-Ree, recreational activities.
Men’s and Women’s Gyms, 12:30
p.m.
SUNDAY
TH-C, lecture, first in a series
entitled "The Intellectual Superiority of Christianity," Third and
San Salvador streets, 9:45 p.m.
Wesley Foundation, meeting. St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th and
San Salvador streets. 6 p.m.
Tour and Campfire Club. trip to
San Francisco, from Cafeteria,
9:30 p.m.
sIOND.S1’
Dome Vermornles Club, introductory meeting with all majors and
freshmen welcome. 11E1, 7 p.m.
University flames, fashion show,
fet t a g p m.

NAVAL AVIATO
FASTEN YOUR SEAT BELT-Lt, Cmdr, Dick Hansen helps Fred
Schoonmaker, a Spartan Daily reporter, with his parachute strap
before a "NAYCAD" indoctrination flight. The half-hour flight
was given to students who took the Naval Officer Qualification
test. Students who are interested in the Naval Aviation program
can get information from the Navy Recruiting van in front of
the Cafeteria.

Audubon Society Lists
Nature Film Schedule

the Grand Teton mountam rance. servat ton.
SEASON TICKETS
will be shown Oct. IS, in Morris
Season tickets for students cast
Dailey Aud,torium. The movie will
he the first of five films to he $2, and single admissions will be
sponsored by the Santa Ciara Val- 50 cents. The tickets are available
and the from Mrs. Fanny Zwatit 17s Chfley Audubon Society
ton A., San Jose 28. CY 2-2060.
National Audubon
’’. slat cooperation of 200
Nov. 12, "The Long FI! -!, Back,"
the Iasi, ,pott-r,r, Ihrouehout the continent.
a unique all -Color film
ditch fight to save our vanishing the National Audubon Society is
wildlife, will he presented by Ken- , dedicated to furthering aPPrecianeth Morrison. director of the !ion of all forms of wildlife through
rues
Audubon
Lecture
eire
S
Mountain Lake Sanctuary. Lak, ’.
Camps. junior clubs, nature con Wales, Fla.
photo and film department,
Dec 10, Dr. Walter J. Brecket,
and sanctuaries are lt.,,
ridge presents "1.1a n,1
he services provided I.
FOR SALE
Girl French rms.,
dramatic
sist itt, wilderness far up :a
Studebaker Trafl. e.
’ :’580783. River. It shows a ,,
ure kland" of song
rs t, share li-ge ap 555 S. Eth birds, animals, and t
.
S8 1,npals con,
ey 4-7530
COMMon to the United State,
fe-ale MOTTOS waned t, shore opt
in,
a
‘NOVA SCOTIA*
58 Ford Jan. 25, 1963. Robert C. Ilernte,
Ffonleitilead. Fla., presents, "Nu
Approved apt. contract.
C-.
fsis Ca-tobed Jo, 7;30
Va Scotia Land of the Sea." The
l:,lenger. director of
P’S C-1;’ 81879.
r ----talrn explores the heart of the ma,.
education for the San
Man for union,. -i.e. new 2 bed rm, jestic spruce and hemlock forests
IS Mercury, convert. $400
Citified School District. will
best -.*,
121.3f.c). 1322. Ceriiii, No. 4.
ie- 2 30,
of the Canadian province from the spook to the Secondary Education
Coechsiis In Harmony 6A. Math 133 woodland source of a tiny stream department and faculty from
sta.derd
P00- t’YP
- along its passage to the SO;I,
tither departments Monday at
295.;376,
:
Ride to San Leandro- Fridays. After
The last of this series. "Gone 12:30 p.m. in room B of the cafeHandsome red easy chair. Na,gehyde 4,30 Cn
T.’ 3-9734.
with the Wilderness." will be pre- ’ teria.
$AO.
sented March ’22. Karl H. MasHe will discuss VO(’;,,,
eduTRANSPORTATION_
r11f,,,-,
tiasid,
lowski
Porsche ’59
$7 ^t0,.,
Ride wanted
’,P., -1 "...1 wrsel,
- 4.Dtts, eve.
s
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CLASSIFIEDS

Education Students
To Hear Vocation
Specialist Monday

Riders wanted-SeraroiaCnmpbeii aren
and rei.rn. 378 6471.
IttA. ...anted
Valley Fair et 2.30.
10(
:719

FM H -S corrpome+,
_
For sale-

PERSONALS
-’,i’s’

Superfluous hair
53 Fo,.i
Inc

Auto

New black tur

By TIM HARR
Dr. Jack E. Fink, SJS pmfessor
English. and his wife, Maxine,
in elementary school teacher in
Calo Alto, have returned from a
six-month tour of 18 countries.
The Finks took six-month sabbaticals and, beginning in Japan,
toured such places as Hung Kong,
Thailand. India, Iran. Moscow,
Leningrad, the Scandinavian countries, and returned to the United
States via England.
While on tour, the Finks visited
oolleges and universities in each
country. Dr. Fink was trying to
letermine the effect of the international weapons on the teaching
of humanities and on the pressentation of science and engineering
courses.
SCIENCE EMPHASIS
For instance, Dr. Fink found
that in England, two-thirds of the
money set aside for colleges goes
toward the teaching of scientific
subjects.
"The old idea of education as
the development of the mind and
spirit has changed," noted Dr.
’Fink.
I "Now, we are producing a whole
different kind of person," he said.
When asked if he thought that
a dictorial power might find it
’hard to gain control of a sciencewise population, Dr. Fink answered, "On the contrary, it could
h., easier for the dictator in that
Ito could show the people his proram was more "efficient and
,etentific" and thereby gain control."
Another field De Fink found of
interest is integration of subject
matter disciplines such as found
here at 5.15.
FR AG MENTA T ION
Professor Fink said that everywhere in the world, save at one
university, the old fragmentation
still exists. Each subject is taught
separately and apart from the rest.
He noted, however, that at American University in Beirut, that it
did approximate the SJS system

.hle
tshveicitte,ineitte,inialseuflogel,:lePthTlgsci,eiimi
of integrating complementary subin
jects.
At Great Britain’s "red brick" enrollment figures at the sa,
is 25 per cent.
colleges, which are similar to our
!tr. Fink said that while be wal
state colleges in huge stialent
populations. it LS expected that in in Moscow, it was awaiting to
the future. two-thirds of the sue hurt to di SCOVer the ignorance or
;dm..
dents enrolling will sign for ap- the ,!,,st.stthpalet tetheincirecrcnitiinngtr>1A.
w
i no (do ’. They were not aare
ihot
plied science courses. lit-sad
was
testing
nuclear
effort WaS being made to encour- Itti,sta
had
age the study of humanities.
While in Moscow and Leningrad. ken the test ban. Dr. Fink said
Dr. Fink discovered that out of that when he offered hi guide an
four million university graduates. American magazine. she
2.5 million held degrees in science because she said she feared r,,
and in engineering. At the A.B. Iishment if she were caught read.
level, 57 per cent of she Russian mg it.
students had earned ’r,or degrees: At Kyoto’s college. Dr. Fink
- ’found that the institution’, phys.,
ical plant was still antique. Ere
I said that each classroom had ti
!sit -bellied stove and flue running
to the law&
The San Jose State Collei.fe De- ..
e
on
formed
Motley Club is being
campus and will welcome student,
with dues cards or senior membership certificates.
9 To Choose From
Inactive members who desire to
3 Sner,dr, - 4 Stse.--ijoin the club may he reinstated.
Meetings are tentatively sched100 OTHER CARS
uled for the second Wednesday
and fourth Thursday of each
EARL WILLIAMS
month. The time and place will
be announced later.
MOTORS
Interested students should con(Class OF ’SI)
our
297-9705.
1199
Lee,
S. First St.
CV 2.7597
tact either Paul
Ext.012
Al Mason, 294-9404.

DeMolays Form
Campus Group
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CORVETTES

"TWIST" On Over
to Archie’s Steak House
Every Saturday and
Sunday Nit*

4a

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER
’
,

(g

twig‘

t

FIst4,1 Potato

114:101\IP

SHEAFFEKS

A14( 11
STE kk
Hal SE
545 s

lies

Great new record offer from

and Dinner Steak S1.10

includes.
Soup -Salad
or
f14
Fries
Stead

Queen, Float
Entries Grow
Homecoming preparation act are on the upswing with firm’
:Ind Queen applications due next
week, according to Phyllis Smith.
Queen chairman.
Entry blanks for both contests
. are now available in the Activities
Office, Adm242.
Float forms should be addressed
to the Homecoming Committee
and returned before noon Monday.
. Homecoming Queen applications
. must be made by Oct. 5 at 4 p.m.
Rules governing the contest are
dole with entry forms, Miss
...11 said.
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Open only to students of

VICEROY
Football Contest 1
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LOST AND FOUND

Weapons collector
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SWIPAS
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Wnted immedietely riiis drovers A. M
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,e.d trips. See Mrs
Girl Go ,her. api
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Expert typing
Ride or riders L.:
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SPECIAL OFFER
SM,affer Cartridge Fountain Pen
with 98t worth of Skrip cartridges FREE’
Nuns

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c lin first insertion
20e Ilea oremesding *mortises
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call et Student Affairs Office lone, 14 Invo4fr Hell. 4,
Send on Heraiv r)rdst Rleni
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

,.1_4

12 Top Artists
on a 12 Inch
Long Playing Album
...Custom-pressed
by Columbia!

’3.98 VALUE...
NOW, JUST WO WITH SHEAFFER’f
SCHOLAR DOLLAR SPECIAL!

Elderly gntlemen
.

Hendricks

41144

WO Gr."

WANTED
R.rfe ar rideirt ; -

Mulligan

Ca, irk eiter 3:30

MISCELLANEOUS
frnd

EACH

S

Woo Id"
...poi Nefolten

’4
-4t

First Prize.. .$100q2.
Second Prize...$2522
Ten 3rd Prizes...$102

5110"

HELP WANTED

a

.5,

r.osta is

Tel4

95

12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST.
Four cow e-! in all ... New contest every In’t)
weeks
e.o./asoc/.1/ for the students on thi,
campus! ’You’ll find complete rules printed on
Official Football Contest Entry Blanks.

Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks art located at:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN DAILY OFFICE
ENTER NOW
AND WIN!

10

$3.93 Value
:-

at

callforma book Co.
I "tri E.

tuor ri,inando

Half Block From Campus

ill,
4....-J,I

"I’

Not ton I ,e,tit
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got the Taste
that’s right!
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